We generalize the adaptive regularization with cubics algorithm (ARC) to Riemannian optimization. Building upon recent literature on the Euclidean case, we obtain an upper bound on the iteration complexity of computing an ε-critical point of a cost function on a manifold using this algorithm. Upon introducing appropriate assumptions-notably to account for the effects of a chosen retraction-the complexity is essentially the same as the one obtained in the Euclidean case, that is, it may take up to O(1/ε 1.5 ) iterations at most to produce an ε-critical point, regardless of initialization. A substantial part of the paper is devoted to studying the new assumptions and providing user-friendly sufficient conditions for them. Numerical experiments show that this can become a competitive alternative to other state-of-the-art solvers such as the Riemannian trust-region method.
Introduction
Adaptive regularization with cubics (ARC) is an iterative algorithm used to solve unconstrained optimization problems of the form min x∈R n f (x), where f : R n → R is twice continuously differentiable. Given any initial iterate x 0 ∈ R n , under some regularity conditions on f , ARC produces an iterate x k with small gradient, namely, ∇f (x k ) ≤ ε, in at most O(1/ε 1.5 ) iterations (Cartis et al., 2011a; Birgin et al., 2017) . This is optimal compared to the complexity of steepest descent and classical trust-region methods, which has lead to a lot of interest in this method recently.
In this paper, we generalize ARC to optimization problems on manifolds, that is, problems of the form
where M is a given Riemannian manifold and f : M → R is a (sufficiently smooth) cost function (Gabay, 1982; Smith, 1994; Edelman et al., 1998; Absil et al., 2008) . Building upon the existing literature about the Euclidean case, we generalize the worst-case iteration complexity analysis of ARC to manifolds, obtaining essentially the same guarantees. In particular, with the appropriate assumptions discussed in Section 3, we find that ε-critical points of f on M can be computed in O(1/ε 1.5 ) iterations. Subsequent sections investigate the new assumptions, with the aim to provide insight and user-friendly sufficient conditions for them to hold. Furthermore, we implement the algorithm within the Manopt framework (Boumal et al., 2014) , and we close with numerical comparisons to existing solvers, in particular the closely related Riemannian trust-region method (RTR) (Absil et al., 2007) .
Related work
Numerous algorithms for unconstrained optimization have been generalized to manifolds (Absil et al., 2008) , including gradient descent, nonlinear conjugate gradients, stochastic gradients (Bonnabel, 2013; Zhang et al., 2016) , BFGS (Ring and Wirth, 2012 ), Newton's method (Adler et al., 2002) and trust-regions (Absil et al., 2007) . ARC in particular was extended to manifolds in the PhD thesis of Qi (2011) . There, asymptotic convergence analyses are proposed, in the same spirit as the analyses presented in (Absil et al., 2008) for other methods. In contrast, we here favor a global convergence analysis with explicit bounds on iteration complexity, in the same vein as those produced for Riemannian gradient descent and RTR in (Boumal et al., 2016) . In Definition 9 below, we formulate second-order assumptions on the retraction to disentangle the requirements on f from those on the retraction. These are related to the assumptions and discussions in (Ring and Wirth, 2012, Lemma 6, Remark 3) . Our complexity analysis is rooted in prior work for the Euclidean case by Cartis et al. (2011a) ; Birgin et al. (2017) . Complexity lower bounds given by (Cartis et al., 2011b (Cartis et al., , 2018 Carmon et al., 2017) show that the bounds in (Nesterov and Polyak, 2006; Cartis et al., 2011a;  Algorithm 1 Riemannian adaptive regularization with cubics (ARC) 1: Parameters: θ > 0, ς min > 0, 0 < η 1 ≤ η 2 < 1, 0 < γ 1 < 1 < γ 2 < γ 3 and ε > 0 2: Input: x 0 ∈ M, ς 0 ≥ ς min 3: Init: k ← 0 4: while gradf (x k ) > ε do
5:
Compute a step s k ∈ T x k M as an approximate minimizer of the model m k (4). See A3 for sufficient requirements to meet.
6:
Compute the regularized ratio between actual improvement and model improvement:
(1)
7:
If ρ k ≥ η 1 , accept the step: x k+1 = R x k (s k ). Otherwise, reject it: x k+1 = x k .
8:
Update the regularization parameter:
9:
k ← k + 1 10: end while 11: Output: x k ∈ M such that f (x k ) ≤ f (x 0 ) and gradf (x k ) ≤ ε (under assumptions.) Birgin et al., 2017) are optimal for the appropriate class of functions. A variant of ARC that is closely related to trust-region methods was presented in (Dussault, 2018) . Zhang and Zhang (2018) recently proposed a convergence analysis of a cubicly regularized method on manifolds. Their analysis focuses on compact submanifolds of a Euclidean space and uses a fixed regularization parameter ς (which must be set properly by the user). They further study second-order stationarity conditions and local convergence in that context.
ARC on manifolds
ARC on manifolds is listed as Algorithm 1. It is a direct adaptation from (Cartis et al., 2011a; Birgin et al., 2017) . Like many other optimization algorithms, its generalization to manifolds relies on a chosen retraction (Shub, 1986; Absil et al., 2008) . For some x ∈ M, let T x M denote the tangent space at x. Intuitively, a retraction R on a manifold provides a means to move away from x along a tangent direction s ∈ T x M while remaining on the manifold, producing R x (s) ∈ M.
Definition 2 (Retraction (Absil et al., 2008, Def. 4.1.1)) . A retraction on a manifold M is a smooth mapping R from the tangent bundle TM (that is, the set of pairs (x, s) where x ∈ M and s ∈ T x M) to M with the following properties. Let R x : T x M → M denote the restriction of R to T x M. Then, (i) R x (0) = x, where 0 is the zero vector in T x M; and (ii) The differential of R x at 0, DR x (0), is the identity map.
Around t = 0, retraction curves t → R x (ts) agree up to first order with geodesics passing through x with velocity s. For the special case where M is a linear space, the canonical retraction is R x (s) = x + s. For the unit sphere, a typical retraction is R x (s) = x+s x+s 2 . Importantly, the retraction R chosen to optimize over a particular manifold M is part of the algorithm specification. For a given cost function f and a specified retraction R, at iterate x k , we define the pullback of the cost function on the tangent space T x k M:
At each iteration, we define a model m k : T x k M → R for the pullback, obtained as a truncated second-order Taylor expansion with cubic regularization:
Here, ·, · x denotes the Riemannian metric at a point x ∈ M, that is, the inner product associated to the tangent space T x M, and we often omit the subscript x when the root point is clear from context. Likewise, s = s, s is the norm of s associated to the Riemannian metric, in this case at x k .
At iteration k, a subproblem solver is used to approximately minimize the model m k , producing a tentative step s k . The quality of this step is evaluated by computing ρ k (1): the ratio of actual to anticipated cost improvement. If ρ k ≥ η 1 , we accept the tentative step and set x k+1 = R x k (s k ): such steps are called successful. Otherwise, we reject the step and set x k+1 = x k : these steps are unsuccessful. Depending on the value of ρ k , we may also choose to change the regularization parameter ς k .
For a given K, we let
denote the set of successful iterations among the first K. In contrast, U indexes unsuccessful iterations: it is the complement of S in 0, . . . , K − 1. Within S, we further identify very sucessful iterations, for which ρ k ≥ η 2 ; for such iterations, not only is the step accepted, but the regularization parameter ς k is (usually) decreased.
First-order analysis
We here propose a set of four assumptions under which ARC on manifolds produces an iterate with gradient less than ε in O(1/ε 1.5 ) iterations. In subsequent sections, we discuss sufficient conditions for the assumptions to be met. The first assumption is that the cost function f is lower bounded. This is necessary to ensure existence of points on M with arbitrarily small gradient (though it does not guarantee existence of a point where the gradient is exactly zero.)
A1. There exists f low such that f (x) ≥ f low for all x ∈ M.
Our second assumption regards regularity of the pullbacksf k . This differs from the standard assumptions because of the role of the retraction. It is similar in spirit to the regularity assumptions in (Boumal et al., 2016) . When optimizing over R n with the usual retraction R x (s) = x + s, the conditions below are satisfied if the Hessian of f is L-Lipschitz continuous (Cartis et al., 2011a) . In Section 4, we derive sufficient conditions on f and the retraction for this assumption to hold on manifolds.
A2. The cost function f is twice continuously differentiable. Furthermore, there exists a constant L such that, at each iteration k, for the tentative step s k selected by the subproblem solver,
and
The third assumption requires the subproblem solver to make sufficient progress, though notice that it does not require much-the particular requirements follow the lead of Birgin et al. (2017) . In particular, there is no need for s k to be approximately optimal for the (possibly non-convex) subproblem. The subproblem is posed in a linear space (the tangent space at x k ). Thus, any standard technique from the Euclidean case carries over in principle. We give a brief discussion in Section 5.
A3.
At each iteration k, the subproblem solver produces a tentative step
The fourth assumption differs significantly from the Euclidean treatment of ARC. It occurs for the following reason. On the one hand, as long as ARC does not terminate, gradf (x k+1 ) > ε. On the other hand, we show in the proof below that
In the Euclidean case (M = R n and R x (s) = x + s), for a successful step, x k+1 = x k + s k and it is easily verified that gradf (x k+1 ) = ∇f k (s k ). From there, we may conclude that, so long as ARC does not stop, successful steps are somewhat large, and this leads to the desired conclusion. In contrast, on manifolds, the gradient of f at x k+1 and the gradient of the pullbackf k at s k do not coincide (they are not even in the same tangent space). They are, however, related by a linear operator. Indeed, for allṡ ∈ T x k M, by definition of gradient, directional derivative and using the chain rule:
Above, DR x k (s) is a linear operator mapping vectors from the tangent space at x k to the tangent space at R x k (s), and the star indicates we take the adjoint of that operator. By identification, we find (this also appears in (Ring and Wirth, 2012, p599) ):
Since DR x k (s) is a "square" operator (it is a map between two subspaces of the same dimension), it shares the same singular values with its adjoint. With σ min extracting the smallest singular value of an operator, by definition,
For our purpose, it is important that this least singular value remain bounded away from zero. This is only a concern for small steps (as large successful steps provide sufficient improvement for other reasons.) We materialize this discussion in the following assumption. For the case of R n with the canonical retraction, DR x (s) is an isometry and one can set a = +∞ and b = 1. We secure this property in Section 6 for a large family of manifolds and retractions.
A4. There exist constants a > 0 and b > 0 such that, at each successful iteration k, if
(The constant a is allowed to be +∞, while b is necessarily at most 1.)
We start the analysis with two supporting lemmas which follow the standard Euclidean analysis almost exactly. The first lemma establishes the regularization parameter ς k does not grow unbounded.
Lemma 3 (Birgin et al. (2017, Lem. 2.2) ). Under A2 and A3, the regularization parameter remains bounded:
Conditioned on the conclusions of the lemma above, the lemma below shows the total number of iterations of ARC is bounded above in terms of the number of successful iterations.
Lemma 4 (Cartis et al. (2011a, Thm. 2 .1)). If ς max > 0 is such that ς k ≤ ς max for all k (as provided by Lemma 3), then the number |S| of successful iterations among 0, . . . , K − 1 (5) satisfies
The following theorem is the pivotal argument to establish a worst-case iteration complexity of ARC to reach approximate first-order critical points. The proof follows (Birgin et al., 2017, Thm. 2.5) , up to two distinctions. First, since the proof requires relating the gradient of the model m k at s k and the gradient of the cost function at R x k (s k ), we use (11) which indicates there is a need to control the least singular values of the differential of the retraction at (x k , s k ). This is secured via A4 (where the constants a and b come from). Second, in order to apply A4, we introduce a distinction between long and short successful steps. Long successful steps produce sufficient decrease in the cost function on their own, while for short successful steps we invoke A4.
Theorem 5. Under A1, A2, A3 and A4, for an arbitrary x 0 ∈ M, let x 0 , . . . , x K be iterates
and the number of successful iterations among 0, . . . , K − 1 (5) obeys
Combining Lemmas 3 and 4 and Theorem 5 yields the main result: a bound on the total number of iterations it may take ARC to produce an approximate critical point on a manifold.
Corollary 6. Under A1, A2, A3 and A4, for an arbitrary x 0 ∈ M, let x 0 , . . . , x K be iterates
Comparing with (Birgin et al., 2017) , the known result in the Euclidean case is exactly the same with b = 1 (as is allowed in that case by our analysis), and up to the fact that we now have a condition that ε must be sufficiently small (which also disappears here in the Euclidean case as a can be taken arbitrarily large.)
Regularity assumptions
The regularity assumption A2 pertains to the pullbacks f • R x k . Each is a function from a Euclidean space T x k M to R, so that standard calculus applies. Since the retraction is smooth by definition, pullbacks are as smooth as f . This leads to the following simple fact.
Lemma 7. Assume f : M → R is twice continuously differentiable. If there exists L such that, for all (x, s) among the sequence of iterates and steps {(x 0 , s 0 ), (x 1 , s 1 ), . . .} produced by Algorithm 1, withf = f • R x , it holds that
for all t ∈ [0, 1], then A2 holds.
We call this a Lipschitz-type assumption on ∇ 2f because it compares the Hessians at ts and 0, rather than comparing them at two arbitrary points on the tangent space. On the other hand, we require this to hold on several tangent spaces with the same constant L.
Thus, to understand A2, one way is to understand the Hessian of the pullback at points which are not the origin. The following lemma provides the necessary identities. The Hessian formula might be new.
The statement of the lemma as well as its proof require some tools from Riemannian geometry-see (O'Neill, 1983, pp59-67) . Specifically, we let ∇ denote the Levi-Civita connection on M (not to be confused with ∇ and ∇ 2 which denote gradient and Hessian of functions on linear spaces, such asf ). With this notation, the Riemannian Hessian (Absil et al., 2008, Def. 5.5 .1) is defined by Hessf = ∇gradf . Furthermore, D dt denotes the covariant derivative of vector fields along curves on M. With this notation, given a smooth curve γ : R → M, the intrinsic acceleration is defined as γ (t) = D 2 dt 2 γ(t). For example, for a Riemannian submanifold of a Euclidean space, γ (t) is obtained by orthogonal projection of the classical acceleration of γ in the embedding space to the tangent space at γ(t). Geodesics have zero intrinsic acceleration.
Lemma 8. Given f : M → R smooth and x ∈ M, the gradient and Hessian of the pullback
where
is linear and W s is a symmetric linear operator on T x M defined through polarization by
Combining Lemmas 7 and 8 allows to guarantee A2 holds in particular if M is compact, f is smooth and the retraction is nice enough. We formalize this in the definition below and in Theorem 11. We stress that these are sufficient but not necessary conditions.
Definition 9 (Second-order nice retraction). A retraction R on M is second-order nice if there exist constants c 1 , c 2 , c 3 such that, for all x ∈ M and s,ṡ ∈ T x M:
2. T s op ≤ c 2 where T s is as in (17); and
Notice that the choice s = 0 in the first condition indicates such retractions are, in particular, second-order retractions in the sense of (Absil et al., 2008, §5) . For M a Euclidean space, the canonical retraction R x (s) = x + s is second-order nice with c 1 = c 3 = 0 and c 2 = 1. The classical retraction on the sphere is also second-order nice, with small constants c 1 , c 2 , c 3 . We expect this to be the case for many usual retractions.
Proposition 10. For the unit sphere M = {x ∈ R n : x = 1}, the retraction R x (s) = x+s x+s is second-order nice with c 1 = 2, c 2 = Theorem 11. Let f : M → R be smooth. Assume the retraction is second-order nice as per Definition 9. Let {(x 0 , s 0 ), (x 1 , s 1 ), . . .} be the sequence of points and steps generated by Algorithm 1. Consider
the subset of M obtained by collecting all curves generated by retracted steps (both accepted and rejected). If the closure of N is a compact subset of M, then A2 is satisfied.
Note that the closure of N is compact in particular if M is compact, since closed subsets of compact sets are compact. See the proof for a bound on L.
Solving the subproblem
In this section we discuss an algorithm for the subproblem solver that guarantees satisfaction of A3. Given a vector space X of dimension n with an inner product ·, · (and associated norm · ), an element g ∈ X , a self-adjoint linear operator H : X → X and a real σ > 0, define the function m : X → R as
We wish to obtain an element s ∈ X such that m(s) < m(0) and
Note that A3 requires solving exactly the above problem where, at iteration k, we set X = T x k M with the Riemannian metric at
Lanczos Method. Certainly, a global minimizer of (20) meets our requirements. Such a minimizer can be computed, but known procedures for this task involve an eigendecomposition of H, which may be expensive (Cartis et al., 2011a) . Instead, motivated by the method proposed in (Cartis et al., 2011a) , we use the Lanczos method (Trefethen and Bau, 1997, Lect. 36) . Formally, the Lanczos method iteratively produces a sequence of orthonormal vectors {q 1 , . . . , q n } and a symmetric tridiagonal matrix T of size n such that
Producing the k first vectors requires k calls to H. The Lanczos method guarantees that, for all k, vectors {q 1 , . . . , q k } form an orthonormal basis for a subspace which contains the k-dimensional Krylov subspace spanned by the vectors {g, H(g), . . . , H k−1 (g)}, where H k represents the k-times composition of H. Consider m(s) (20) restricted to such a subspace:
where · 2 is the 2-norm over R k and T k is the k × k principal submatrix of T . This cubic in y can be minimized efficiently using the explicit procedure alluded to above, specifically because T k is tridiagonal: it is inexpensive to eigendecompose it. Furthermore, since the Lanczos basis is constructed incrementally, we can minimize the restricted cubic at k = 1, check the stopping criterion (21), and proceed to k = 2 only if necessary, etc. The hope (borne out in experiments) is that the algorithm stops well before k reaches n (at which point it necessarily succeeds.) In this way, we limit the number of calls to operator H, which is typically the most expensive part of the process.
Checking the stopping criterion. Importantly, the process described involves only linear combinations and inner products of vectors in X , and calls to H as an operator (as opposed to requiring a matrix representation of operator H, for example). This is particularly well suited for optimization on manifolds, where tangent vectors are usually not represented in particular coordinates, and the Hessian is only available through function calls.
We draw attention to a technical point. Upon minimizing (23), we obtain a vector y ∈ R k . To check the stopping criterion (21), we must compute ∇m(s) , where
one approach is to compute s (that is, form the linear combination of q i 's) and apply H to s: both these operations may be expensive in high dimension. An alternative (which features in Algorithm 2) is to recognize that ∇m(s) lies in the subspace spanned by {q 1 , . . . , q k+1 } (if k < n). Indeed, using all properties in (22),
where T a:b,c:d is the submatrix of T containing rows {a, . . . , b} and columns {c, . . . , d}. This expression gives a direct way to compute ∇m(s) simply by running the Lanczos iteration one step ahead. This modification reduces the number of calls to H by a factor of two, and postpones forming the vector s until the algorithm terminates.
Algorithm 2 Lanczos-based cubic model subsolver 1: Parameters: θ, σ > 0, vector space X with inner product ·, · and norm · 2: Input: g ∈ X nonzero, a self-adjoint linear operator H : X → X 
Solve y (k) = argmin
Obtain q k+1 , T k+1 via a Lanczos iteration (22) 12:
Compute ∇m(s k ) via (25), where
i q i 13: end while 14: Output: s k ∈ X 6 Controlling the differentiated retraction As described in Section 3, the worst-case running time for ARC (Theorem 5) depends upon the differential of the retraction R through A4. Specifically, this assumption involves constants a, b which control σ min (DR x k (s k )). In this section we establish (existence of) bounds on the values of a and b for both a popular manifold-and-retraction pair, and for a large class of manifolds and retractions. Specifically, we consider the following cases.
1. Stiefel manifolds. For the Stiefel manifold St(n, p) = {X ∈ R n×p : X X = I p } we explicitly control (a, b) for the popular Q-factor retraction (Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization). Special cases include the sphere (p = 1) and the orthogonal group (p = n).
2. Manifolds with bounded sectional curvature. For such manifolds we control (a, b) for the case of the exponential retraction (geodesics). Important special cases include the Euclidean case (flat manifold), manifolds with negative curvature, and compact manifolds. For compact manifolds, we further show existence of appropriate values (a, b) for arbitrary retractions.
Stiefel manifold In this part we consider the Stiefel manifold St(n, p) as a Riemannian submanifold of R n×p equipped with the usual inner product A, B = Tr(A B) and the Qfactor retraction R defined by:
where X + S = QR is a thin QR-decomposition, i.e., Q ∈ R n×p is obtained by Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization of the columns of X + S. We prove the following lemma.
Lemma 12. For the Stiefel manifold St(n, p) and the Q-factor retraction R defined by (26),
where · F represents the Frobenius norm. Moreover, in the special case of p = 1 (i.e., the unit sphere in R n ), the retraction reduces to R x (s) = x+s x+s and we have that
Corollary 13. If M = St(n, p) and the retraction R is given by (26), then for any a > 0, define b = 1 − 3a − Upon inspecting Corollary 6, the take away is as follows: if the targeted tolerance ε is close to zero, then a can be chosen close to zero, and as a result b can be chosen close to one. Thus, in this scenario, (a, b) has only limited impact on the worst-case convergence rate.
Manifolds with bounded sectional curvature In this part we consider manifolds with (upper) bounded sectional curvature. We consider two cases for the retraction.
The exponential retraction Let M be a Riemannian manifold with the associated exponential map Exp : T x M → M. Given a point x ∈ M and a tangent vector s ∈ T x M, consider the linear operator DExp x (s) : T x M → T Exp x (s) M. The following lemma follows directly from the Jacobi field comparison theorem in Riemannian geometry (Lee, 1997, Thm. 11.2) .
Lemma 14. Assume all sectional curvatures of M are bounded above by C:
• If C ≤ 0, then σ min (DExp x (s)) = 1;
As usual, we use the convention sin(x)/x = 1 at x = 0.
Corollary 15. Let M have sectional curvature upper bounded by C, and let the retraction R be the exponential retraction Exp. We have that:
• If C ≤ 0, then A4 is satisfied for any a > 0 and b = 1;
• If C > 0, then A4 is satisfied for any 0 < a <
The take away is similar to the comment following Corollary 13. Particular cases here include the Euclidean case with the exponential map Exp x (s) = x + s (C = 0), as well as Hadamard manifolds (C ≤ 0) (including positive definite matrices (Moakher and Batchelor, 2006; Bhatia, 2007) ) and compact manifolds (see also below).
Compact manifold with arbitrary retraction We extend the results above to general retractions R for the case of compact manifolds. In doing so, we use the fact that compact manifolds have bounded sectional curvature (Bishop and Crittenden, 1964, §9.3, p166) . We show the following theorem. Ultimately, the proof relies on the fact that retractions cannot depart too much from the exponential map for small steps, and that this departure can be bounded uniformly on compact manifolds.
Theorem 16. If M is a compact manifold, then for every δ ∈ (0, 1), defining b = 1 − δ, there exists a > 0 such that A4 is satisfied with this choice of a and b.
Numerical experiments
We implement Algorithm 1 within the Manopt framework (Boumal et al., 2014) and compare the performance of our implementation against some existing solvers in that toolbox, namely, the Riemannian trust-region method (RTR) (Absil et al., 2007) and the conjugate gradients method (CG). We consider a suite of nine Riemannian optimization problems from the collection of problems provided with Manopt, and we run our method with the choices of θ = 1, 0.1, 0.01 (see A3). Figure 1 displays performance profiles for the various algorithms on these same problems. Figure (a) considers running time, whereas figure (b) shows (outer) iteration count. If a curve passes through the point (α, k), it means it terminated for k out of nine problems in at most α times the best result of any algorithm for each of these k problems. As can be seen from the profiles, our method is competitive with RTR (which has been fine-tuned over many years) in terms of the number of iterations, and it shows promise for its overall runtime performance. 
Perspectives
An interesting direction for future work would be to derive a second-order analysis, namely, an upper bound on the iteration complexity of computing an approximate critical point which also approximately satisfies second-order necessary optimality conditions. For practical purposes, we would also hope to generalize the results to situations where the true Hessian of the pullback is not available, so that the model (4) involves a distinct second-order term. Finally, we aim to refine implementation details (in particular, accommodating preconditioners in the subproblem solver) as well as our understanding of the new assumptions introduced in Section 3.
A Proofs from Section 3
Proof of Lemma 3. Using the definition of
Owing to A2, the numerator is upper bounded by (L/6) s k
The regularization mechanism (2) then ensures ς k+1 ≤ ς k . Thus, ς k+1 may exceed ς k only if ς k < L 2(1−η 2 ) , in which case it can grow at most to Lγ 3 2(1−η 2 ) , but cannot grow beyond that level in ulterior iterations.
Proof of Lemma 4. This result follows from the regularization parameter update mechanism of ARC: it is not affected by the fact we here work on a manifold. For sake of completeness, we provide the standard proof. Following (2), for k ∈ S, ς k+1 ≥ γ 1 ς k , while for k ∈ U,
where we also used |S| + |U| = K. Isolating K using γ 2 > 1 > γ 1 allows to conclude.
A.1 Proof of the main result
Proof of Theorem 5. For some ε > 0, let K be such that none of x 0 , . . . , x K have gradient norm at or below ε. By definition, step k is successful if ρ k ≥ η 1 (1), that is, if
In this case, x k+1 = R x k (s k ). Thus, using A3, for successful steps,
On the other hand, for unsuccessful steps, x k+1 = x k . Using A1, a classical telescoping sum argument yields
We further partition successful steps in two subsets, namely long and short steps. The constant c > 0 will be chosen later.
S long = {k ∈ S : s k > c √ ε}, and S short = S\S long .
Successful long steps each produce an improvement in the cost function proportional to ε 1.5 :
Our goal now is to show the same for successful short steps ( s k ≤ c √ ε). For all steps, a triangle inequality yields
Owing to A2, the first term is upper bounded by L 2 s k 2 . For the second term, notice that
Following A3 and Lemma 3, this is upper bounded by (θ + ς max ) s k 2 . Combining these findings with (28) yields, for all steps,
On the other hand, relation (11) states
If step k is successful, then R x k (s k ) = x k+1 . Combine this with the first assumption made in this proof: gradf (x k+1 ) > ε. Furthermore, owing to A4, there exist constants a, b > 0 such that
To ensure this for short steps, we set c such that a = c √ ε. Combining this discussion with (29) and (30), for successful short steps,
Plugging this inequality in (27) and using c = a/ √ ε shows
, then the minimum evaluates to the second input, and we find
If |S| exceeds the right hand side, then it must be that gradf (x k ) ≤ ε for some k ≤ K.
, then the minimum evaluates to the first input and we find |S| ≤ 3(f (x 0 )−f low ) η 1 ς min 1 a 3 is necessary for all gradients to be larger than ε.
B Proofs from Section 4
Proof of Lemma 7. By the fundamental theorem of calculus applied tof and ∇f ,
Taking norms on both sides, by a triangular inequality to pass the norm through the integral and integrating respectively t 2 1 t 2 and t, we find using (14) that
Proof of Lemma 8. For an arbitraryṡ ∈ T x M, consider the curve γ as above. Let g = f • γ : R → R. We compute the derivatives of g in two different ways. On the one hand, g(t) =f (s + tṡ) so that
On the other hand, g(t) = f (γ(t)) so that, using properties of Neill, 1983, pp59-67) :
Equating the different identities for g (t) and g (t) at t = 0, using γ (0) = T sṡ , we find that for allṡ ∈ T x M,
The last term, gradf (R x (s)), γ (0) , is the difference of two quadratic forms inṡ, so that it is itself a quadratic form inṡ, justifying the definition of W s through polarization. The announced identities follow by identification.
Proof of Proposition 10. We start with property 2. With R x (s) =
, it is easy to derive
Since T s is an operator on T x M ⊂ R n , its operator norm is bounded by the operator norm of the matrix appearing between brackets. Hence,
For property 3, consider U (t) = T tsṡ and
where Proj y (v) = v − y(y v) is the orthogonal projector to T y M and γ(t) = R x (ts). Define
. Then, from (31), we have
This is easily differentiated in the classical sense:
The projection at γ(t) zeros out the middle term, as it is parallel to x + ts. This offers a simple expression for U (t), where in the last equality we use g (t) = −tg(t) 3 s 2 :
The norm can only decrease after projection, so that, for t ∈ [0, 1],
s . It follows that U (t) ≤ c 3 s ṡ for all t ∈ [0, 1] with
9 . Finally, we establish property 1. Given s,ṡ ∈ T x M, consider the curve γ(t) = R x (s + tṡ). Simple calculations yield:
This is indeed in the tangent space at γ(t). The classical derivative of γ (t) is given by
where we used (33) and orthogonality of x andṡ in γ(t),ṡ =
The first term vanishes after projection, while the second term is unchanged. Overall,
In particular,
3 Proj γ(0)ṡ , so that γ (0) ≤ 2 min( s , 0.4) ṡ 2 and the property holds with c 1 = 2.
Proof of Theorem 11. Let {(x 0 , s 0 ), (x 1 , s 1 ), . . .} be the sequence of points and steps generated by Algorithm 1. For some k andt ∈ [0, 1], let (x, s) = (x k ,ts k ) and define the pullback f = f • R x . Combine the expression for the Hessian of the pullback (16) with (14) to get:
By definition of W s (18), using the first condition on the retraction, we find that W 0 = 0 and
where G = max y∈N gradf (y) is finite by compactness of N (the closure of N ) and continuity of the gradient norm. Thus, it remains to show that
M, owing to f being smooth, it holds that
We aim to upper bound the above by c s ṡ 2 . Consider the curve γ(t) = R x (ts) and a tangent vector field U (t) = T tsṡ along γ. Then, define
The integrand above is the derivative of the real function h:
where U (t) D dt U (t) and we used that the Hessian is symmetric. Here, ∇ γ (t) Hessf is the Levi-Civita derivative of the Hessian tensor field at γ(t) along γ (t)-see (do Carmo, 1992, Def. 5.7) for the notion of derivative of a tensor field. For every t, the latter is a symmetric linear operator on the tangent space at γ(t). By Cauchy-Schwarz,
By compactness of N and continuity of the Hessian, we can define
By linearity of the connection ∇, if γ (t) = 0,
Hessf.
Furthermore, γ (t) = T ts s, with norm bounded by the second assumption on the retraction: γ (t) ≤ c 2 s . Thus, in all cases, by compactness of N and continuity of the function v → ∇ v Hessf on the tangent bundle TM,
Of course, U (t) ≤ c 2 ṡ . Finally, we bound U (t) using the third property of the retraction:
It follows from Lemma 7 that A2 holds with L = c 1 G + 2c 2 c 3 H + c 3 2 H .
C Proofs from Section 6 C.1 Stiefel Manifolds
Proof of Lemma 12. Let X ∈ St(n, p) and S ∈ T X St(n, p) = {Ẋ ∈ R n×p :Ẋ X + X Ẋ = 0} be fixed. Define Q, R as the thin QR-decomposition of X + S, that is, Q is an n × p matrix with orthonormal columns and R is a p×p upper triangular matrix with nonnegative diagonal entries. By definition (26) we have that R X (S) = Q. For a matrix M , define tril(M ) as the lower triangular portion of the matrix M , that is, tril(M ) ij = M ij if i ≥ j and 0 otherwise. Further define ρ skew (M ) as
As derived in (Absil et al., 2008 , Ex. 8.1.5) (see also the erratum for the reference) we have a formula for the directional derivative of the retraction along any Z ∈ T X St(n, p):
We first confirm that R is always invertible. To see this, note that S being tangent at X means S X + X S = 0 and therefore
which shows R is invertible. Moreover the above expression also implies that:
where σ k (M ) represents the kth singular value of M and λ k likewise extracts the kth eigenvalue (in decreasing order for symmetric matrices). In particular we have that
Further note that since QR = X + S, we have that Q = (X + S)R −1 and therefore
The first term above is always skew-symmetric since Z is tangent at X, so that X Z +Z X = 0. Furthermore, for any skew-symmetric matrix M , ρ skew (M ) = M . Therefore, we have that
where in the last step we used XR −1 − Q = −SR −1 . Further note that for any matrix M of size p × p,
Therefore we have that,
where we have used A F σ min (B) ≤ AB F ≤ A F σ max (B) multiple times. Using the bounds on the singular values of R −1 (derived in (37)) we get that
Since this holds for all tangent vectors Z, we get that
To prove a better bound for the case of p = 1 (the sphere), we improve the analysis of the expression derived in (38). Note that for p = 1, the matrix inside the ρ skew operator is a scalar, whose skew-symmetric part is necessarily zero. Also note that Q is a single column matrix with value x+s x+s 2 and R = x + s 2 . Also, X SX Z = 0 since S, Z are tangent. Therefore,
Since x is orthogonal to s and z, The worst-case scenario is achieved when z and s are aligned. Overall, we get
which establishes the bound for the sphere.
C.2 Exponential Retraction
Proof of Lemma 14. The proof relies essentially on Jacobi fields and the Jacobi field comparison theorem, as detailed below. Inequalities hold as equalities if the sectional curvature is constant and equal to C (use (Lee, 1997, Lemma 10.8) instead of the comparison theorem in that case.) Of course, for s = 0, DExp x (0) is the identity operator, with all singular values equal to 1. Thus, we focus on s = 0.
Consider the smooth map Γ :
(Intervals I 1 , I 2 ⊆ R are neighborhoods of 0, as large as Exp permits.) Notice that, for any q, Γ(q, ·) defines a geodesic: we say that Γ is a variation through geodesics of the geodesic γ(t) = Γ(0, t). Furthermore, γ has unit speed since its velocity at γ(0) = x isγ(0) = s/ s . The following (smooth) vector field along γ describes how γ varies at every point:
Clearly, J(t) ∈ T γ(t) M for all t. In particular,
so that our goal is to understand J( s ).
The variation field J of γ is called a Jacobi field along γ. A Jacobi field is called normal along γ if J(t) is orthogonal toγ(t) for all t. By (Lee, 1997, Lemma 10.6) , this is the case if and only if J(0) andJ(0) are orthogonal toγ(0). In our case,γ(0) = s/ s and
so that J is normal if and only ifṡ is orthogonal to s. We now have all the pieces to apply the following theorem (particularized to our situation).
Theorem 17 (Jacobi field comparison theorem, (Lee, 1997, Thm. 11.2) ). Assume all sectional curvatures of M are bounded above by C. If J is normal (that is, ifṡ is orthogonal to s), then
In our setting, with J( s ) = DExp x (s) [ṡ] , this means that ifṡ is orthogonal to s, then
and DExp x (s)[ṡ] is orthogonal toγ( s ) owing to normality of J.
On the other hand, J is called tangential if J(t) is a multiple ofγ(t) for all t. This is the case ifṡ = αs for some α ∈ R. Indeed, in this case,
That is, Γ(q, ·) is a geodesic with speed 1 + αq. By the chain rule,
As announced, J is tangential. Furthermore, γ(t) = 1 for all t, so that
To summarize, we found DExp Lemma 18. Consider a linear operator A : E → F between two Euclidean spaces such that there exists v ∈ E, u ∈ F of unit norm and σ ≥ 0 with Av = σu, and such that Az ⊥ Av for all z ∈ E with z ⊥ v. Then, (u, v, σ) is a singular triplet of A.
Proof. We work in coordinates: A is a matrix and u, v are column vectors. Let U ⊥ and V ⊥ be such that u U ⊥ and v V ⊥ are orthogonal matrices. Then, u U ⊥ A v V ⊥ = σ 0 0 K for some matrix K, owing to our assumptions. With the SVD decomposition K = U ΣV , we find
Up to permutations, this is an SVD of A, which concludes the proof.
Thus, DExp x (s) admits 1 as a singular value, and all other singular values are bounded as per (41). To conclude, observe that sinh(x)/x ≥ 1 for all x.
C.3 General Retraction
Proof of Theorem 16. We wish to lower bound the function
on R + = {r ∈ R : r ≥ 0}. Since σ min (A + B) ≥ σ min (A) − B op for any two linear operators A and B between the same vector spaces, we have that
All sectional curvatures of M are bounded above by some finite C owing to compactness of M (Bishop and Crittenden, 1964, §9.3, p166) . Thus, Lemma 14 covers the first part of the bound. This motivates the following lemma, which addresses the second part of the bound.
Lemma 19. If the manifold M is compact, then the function h on R + defined by
is upper-semicontinous.
We prove this lemma later. Combining, we find
•
Since DR x (0) and DExp x (0) coincide for all x (they are the identity operator), we have that h(0) = 0. Therefore, using Lemma 19, we have that t(0) = 1 and t(r) is lower bounded by a lower semi-continuous function achieving value 1 at r = 0. This implies that, for every δ > 0 and defining b = 1 − δ, there exists an a > 0 such that for all r ≤ a, t(r) ≥ b.
We now turn to proving Lemma 19, crucial to the proof above. To this end, it is helpful to introduce a few results of topology first. We follow Berge (1963) , including the blanket assumption that all topological spaces are assumed Hausdorff (page 65 in that reference). Manifolds (including tangent bundles) are equipped with their natural topology.
Definition 20 (Upper semi-continuous (u.s.c.) mapping) . A correspondence Γ : Y → Z between two topological spaces Y, Z is defined to be a u.s.c. mapping if, for all y in Y , Γ(y) is a compact subset of Z and if, for any neighborhood V of Γ(y), there exists a neighborhood U of y such that for all u ∈ U , Γ(u) ⊆ V .
Theorem 21 (Berge (1963, Thm. VI.2, p116) ). If φ is an upper semi-continuous, real-valued function in Y × Z and Γ is a u.s.c. mapping of Y into Z (two topological spaces) such that, for each Y , Γ(y) is non-empty, then the real-valued function M defined by
is upper semi-continuous. (M is well defined since, under the assumptions, the maximum is attained.)
The strategy to prove Lemma 19 is to apply Theorem 21 twice. To do so, we must establish that certain maps are u.s.c. To ease this task, we introduce the following lemma, which allows to transpose the question between homeomorphic topological spaces. 
This property is best illustrated as a diagram: Z . First, we note that, for any y ∈ Y , Γ(y) is compact. Indeed, by (42) we have that
Since Γ is u.s.c, Γ (h Y (y)) is compact, and since h −1 Z is continuous, Γ(y) is compact. Therefore, all we need to show is that given any y ∈ Y and an arbitrary neighborhood V of Γ(y), there exists a neighborhood U of y such that
To this end, consider the set h Z (V ), which is a neighborhood of h Z (Γ(y)) by continuity. Furthermore, owing to (42), we have that h Z (Γ(y)) = Γ (h Y (y)). Therefore, h Z (V ) is a neighborhood of Γ (h Y (y)). Since Γ is u.s.c., there exists a neighborhood U of h Y (y) such that
Now define U ⊆ Y as U = h is a u.s.c. mapping.
Proof of Lemma 23. The proof is in three parts: we first restrict Γ using the domain of a chart of M; then we argue that if all such restrictions are u.s.c. then Γ itself is u.s.c.; and finally we show each restriction is u.s.c. using Lemma 22.
Part 1. Let (V, ϕ) be a chart of M. Let Y = R + × V and Z = TV = {(x, s) : x ∈ V, s ∈ T x M} be two topological spaces (with the natural topologies inherited from the smooth manifold structure of M.) We consider the correspondence Γ V : Y → Z obtained by restricting Γ to Y .
Part 2. Assume each such Γ V is u.s.c.; then, Γ is u.s.c. Indeed, for any (r, x) ∈ R + × M, there exists a chart (V, ϕ) such that x ∈ V . Since Γ(r, x) = Γ V (r, x) is compact by assumption on Γ V , all images of Γ are compact. Furthermore, let N be any neighborhood of Γ(r, x) in TM. Restrict this neighborhood to N V = N ∩ TV : this is a neighborhood of Γ V (r, x) in TV . By assumption on Γ V , there exists a neighborhood U of (r, x) in R + × V such that u∈U Γ V (u) ⊆ N V . Thus, a fortiori, u∈U Γ(u) ⊆ N . In other words, Γ is u.s.c. where Gẋ is a positive definite matrix which represents the Riemannian metric at x in the coordinates inherited from ϕ. Owing to positive definiteness of Gẋ, images of Γ V are compact. It remains to show that, for any neighborhood N of Γ V (r,ẋ), there exists a neighborhood U of (r,ẋ) such that, for all u ∈ U , the inclusion Γ V (u) ⊆ N holds. To this end, note that, owing to compactness of Γ V (r,ẋ), there exist ε 1 , ε 2 > 0 such that:
For allẋ ∈ ϕ(V ),ṡ ∈ R n , if ẋ −ẋ 2 < ε 1 and (ṡ ) Gẋṡ < (r + ε 2 ) 2 , then (ẋ ,ṡ ) ∈ N.
Consider the set Γ V (ẋ + δẋ, r + δr) = {(ẋ + δẋ,ṡ ) : (ṡ ) Gẋ +δẋṡ < (r + δr) 2 }.
To ensure this set is included in N , we first require δẋ 2 < ε 1 . Second, we want to require (ṡ ) Gẋṡ < (r + ε 2 ) 2 .
We know the following: The term in brackets is a continuous function of δẋ which evaluates to 1 at δẋ = 0. Thus, possibly after reducing ε 1 , we can ensure the term between brackets is strictly less than 1 + ε 3 for any ε 3 > 0. Hence, we require the following condition on δr:
(1 + ε 3 )(r + δr) 2 < (r + ε 2 ) 2 .
Pick ε 3 small enough so that δr = 0 satisfies this condition. Combining, we showed there exists an open set aroundẋ in ϕ(V ) and an open set around r in R + such that Γ V maps to a subset of N . The product of these open sets defines an adequate neighborhood U of (r,ẋ) in R + × ϕ(V ), which concludes the proof.
We are now ready to prove the remaining lemma.
Proof of Lemma 19. Consider the following continuous function:
f : R + × TM → R : (r, x, s) → f (r, x, s) = DR x (s) − DExp x (s) op .
Note that f is constant with respect to r; formally allowing f to be a function of r nonetheless is convenient for technical reasons below. Further consider the function g : R + × M → R : (r, x) → g(r, x) = max s∈Γ(r,x) f (r, x, s),
where Γ is as defined by (44). Note that h(r) = sup x∈M g(r, x). Continuity of f and the fact that Γ is u.s.c. (established by Lemma 23) along with Theorem 21 (where y = (r, x) and z ∈ Γ(r, x)) imply that the function g(r, x) is upper semi-continuous on the space R + × M. We invoke Theorem 21 once more, this time with Y as R + , Z as M, φ as g and with the correspondence Γ(r) = M for all r ≥ 0-this requires compactness of M. This implies that the function h(r) is upper semi-continuous.
